The state-of-the-art of atmospheric contaminant transport modeling provides accurate estimation of chemical concentrations. However, existing complex models, sophisticated in terms of process description and potentially highly accurate, may entail expensive setups and require very detailed input data. In contexts where detailed predictions are not needed (e.g., for regulatory risk assessment or life cycle impact assessment of chemicals), simple models allowing quick evaluation of contaminants may be preferable. The goal of this paper is to illustrate and critically discuss the use of a simple equation proposed by Pistocchi and Galmarini (2010) , which can be implemented through basic GIS functions, to predict atmospheric concentrations of lindane (γ-HCH) in Europe from both local and remote sources. Concentrations were computed for 1995 and 2005 assuming different modes of use of lindane and consequently different spatial patterns of emissions. Results were compared with those from the well-established MSCE-POP model (2005) developed within EMEP (European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme), and with available monitoring data, showing acceptable correspondence in terms of the orders of magnitude and spatial distribution of concentrations, especially when the background effect of emissions from extracontinental sources, estimated using the same equation, is added to European emissions.
Introduction
Atmospheric contaminant transport modeling has reached in the past few decades a high level of sophistication, which enables detailed and accurate simulation of a number of physico-chemical processes (e.g., [1] ). However, the use of sophisticated models per se does not ensure accurately predicting the distribution in the environment of contaminants, when emissions are poorly known. Moreover, sophisticated models often include a description of processes at a very fine level, while orders of magnitude of predicted environmental concentrations (PECs) of contaminants, often sufficient for screening-level assessment purposes, may be captured using far simpler approaches. In such contexts as regulatory environmental or human health risk assessment and life cycle impact assessment, the atmospheric fate of pollutants is sometimes studied using simple box models (e.g., [2] [3] [4] ), which provide a quick and robust estimate of orders of magnitude of PECs. However, box models only provide average PECs over the region where emission takes place and do not account for upwind and downwind effects; therefore, they can neither be used to predict the spatial distribution of environmental concentrations from a specific source, nor the cumulative concentration at a given location arising from a spatial distribution of emissions. In order to preserve the simplicity of application of box models, yet taking into account the spatial variability of emissions and concentrations away from emission sites, research promoted by the European chemical industry has brought the development of a simple, spatially-explicit model named ADEPT [4] . This model enables predicting annual average concentrations from atmospheric emissions in Europe, assigned as totals from individual European countries, assumed to be constant along the year and proportional to population density within each country. The model was derived with reference to the year 1997, assumed as a representative year. The ADEPT model is embedded in a spatially-explicit multimedia fate and transport model developed at the European scale, also referred to as the MAPPE model ( [5] [6] [7] ), using geographic information system (GIS) operations and combining data of emissions, physico-chemical properties and seasonally-varying environmental and climate parameters, as described in [8] . Pistocchi and Galmarini [9] conducted an evaluation of the model, which highlighted that the ADEPT model provides reasonable estimates of atmospheric concentrations of conventional chemicals (sulfur and nitrogen oxides), by capturing the orders of magnitude of observed concentrations and, to some extent, their spatial trends over Europe. They also showed that the ADEPT model is consistent with box models used in regulatory contexts. The drawback of ADEPT is that it reflects a specific emission pattern, i.e., the distribution of population. However, the authors point out that the ADEPT model may be approximated with an extremely simple equation, in turn applicable to a generic distribution of sources of emissions, hence useful when the assumption of emissions proportional to population density cannot be applied.
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the feasibility of modeling the spatial distribution of atmospheric concentrations of lindane (γ-HCH) in Europe, using the simple equation proposed by Pistocchi and Galmarini [9] .
Lindane is a chemical that was used worldwide during the past few decades as an insecticide [10] . Currently, it is included in the list of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) under the Stockholm Convention [11] , and its use in Europe is severely restricted [12, 13] . Due to its high volatility and atmospheric persistence, γ-HCH is likely to undergo long-range atmospheric transport. This chemical was selected as a case study because of the availability of relatively detailed global usage estimates [14] [15] [16] , as well as extensive and long-term environmental monitoring data in different media and, specifically, in the atmosphere [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Finally, the restriction of γ-HCH in Europe since the mid-1990s [32] has affected both the modes of release into the environment and the total amounts emitted. All of these features make γ-HCH an interesting target chemical for the test of fate models.
In agricultural use, lindane was predominantly applied to soil [33] , but its relative volatility and atmospheric stability have led to long-range transport in the atmosphere [34] [35] [36] [37] . Furthermore, atmospheric concentrations in Europe have been estimated to originate to a certain extent from extracontinental sources [14] [15] [16] . Due to the agriculture-related pattern of emissions and the importance of extracontinental sources, a readily-available model, such as ADEPT, cannot be applied in this case.
In this contribution, we demonstrate the use of the simple equation of Pistocchi and Galmarini [9] as a surrogate for, and a practical alternative to, more complex atmospheric transport models under certain conditions. The proposed approach is evaluated against both monitored concentrations and the results of the well-established MSCE-POP model [1] , in order to derive guidance on the limits of the applicability of such a simple method.
Material and Methods
Pistocchi and Galmarini [9] show that the spatial patterns of the annual average concentration of a conservative chemical from a given emission in the atmosphere can be represented, for screening purposes, using an extremely simple equation comparable to the one of box models as: (1) where
] is a representative wind speed and d [L] is the distance from the source of emission, while β is an empirical exponent. This equation is applicable at some distance from the source as, for d = 0, C would go to infinity. For Europe, Pistocchi and Galmarini [9] show that β = 1. and H = 1000 m allow reproducing correctly the spatial trends of the ADEPT model with acceptable accuracy. When dealing with a non-conservative chemical having decay rate K, the equation should be modified as: (2) where τ is "time of travel" or time necessary to reach distance d from the source; Pistocchi and Galmarini also show a reasonable proxy for τ is the ratio of d to u. However, as the dominant removal mechanism of contaminants from the atmosphere is in most cases atmospheric dilution [17] , the approximation of conservative chemicals is often reasonably safe.
Equation (1) is similar to the box model equation frequently used for predicting environmental concentrations as average atmospheric concentrations over a region where emission takes place. The difference with box models is in the denominator, where the variable distance term d β replaces a fixed cross-wind width, making concentrations dependent on the distance from the source. Equation (1) or Equation (2) cannot be solved for d = 0, i.e., at the source, and, in general, are not meant to represent
concentrations in the "near field" of emissions, where a box model should be applied instead. As a complement to the box model, which predicts regional average concentrations due to a local emission, Equation (1) or Equation (2) allow screening-level prediction of regional concentrations due to a remote emission. Distance d is meant as a Euclidean (isotropic) distance, which does not account for the directional transport of contaminants. As such, the model predicts an order of magnitude of concentrations from remote emissions, under the assumption that a chemical may actually reach a given region of interest. Therefore, the model should be only applied in regions where atmospheric transport may actually occur in all directions or any way when it is expected that transport between two regions may actually occur. In any other case, of course, models of adequate complexity should be used to describe atmospheric contaminant transport.
Sometimes, remote emissions are not known, but we know concentrations in one region. In particular, if we consider a grid of points with regular spacing X, the concentration resulting at a generic grid cell at distance d from a cell with known concentration C 0 can be computed as: (3) If we have several cells with known concentration, their effects must be superimposed, and Equation (3) becomes, in practice, an inverse distance weighting interpolation.
If instead of a single emission at one cell we consider a map of emissions E(x, y) potentially with a non-zero value of emission at each cell of size X, the resulting atmospheric concentration at the generic point (x, y) could be consequently calculated by superimposing the effects. The final equation could be expressed as the sum of the concentration from the local emission E(x, y) within the cell (where distance would be equal to X/2), plus the concentration from all emissions at locations different from (x, y), each evaluated with Equation (1). This can be expressed in mathematical notation as: (4) Ω(x, y) being the whole computational domain excluding point (x, y). For non-conservative chemicals, an equivalent formulation reflecting Equation (2) in place of Equation (1) is:
The estimate does not account for the spatial variability of decay rates, assumed as a constant value K, and dilution, which is reflected by the constant terms, u, H and β.
The equation can be easily computed for each cell of a grid to obtain a spatial distribution of concentrations, once a representative decay rate K and a map E(x, y) is provided, using standard GIS functionalities. A GIS procedure to compute Equation (4) or Equation (5) entails:
(1) a map algebra calculation of the first term of Equation (4) or Equation (5), which is just the emission map divided by a constant denominator;
(2) a calculation of one Euclidean distance map for each cell of the grid, representing the spatially-varying term d in the integrand of the second term; if we have a grid of n rows and m columns, this entails a calculation of n × m distance maps; (3) a map algebra calculation of the expression of this integrand, which is a combination of the map of distance d, multiplied by the emission value corresponding to grid cell, where d = 0; this entails potentially n × m calculations of the integrand; (4) a summation of the n × m integrand maps of the previous step; (5) a sum of the result with the term computed in the first step.
The implementation of such a procedure requires simple coding of the iteration of the above Steps 3 and 4 in a GIS environment, such as, e.g., the Python interface of ESRI ArcGIS 10.x.
The above described method was applied to model lindane atmospheric concentration in Europe in 1995 and 2005, using the same grid spacing for Europe as adopted in the original ADEPT model, i.e., 0.25° × 0.25° and physico-chemical properties defined in [37] .
Emissions to the atmosphere were assigned to each grid cell on the basis of national totals per year provided by EMEP [38] and reported in [39, 40] , which represent the most accurate data available, as they consist of official emissions to the atmosphere reported by countries, integrated by expert estimates(as discussed in [33] ), and are summarized in Table 1 .
We considered year 1995 as representative of the emissions before restrictions. In this year, γ-HCH was still mainly used in agriculture as a pesticide. Emissions to the different media were calculated from the data of emissions to the atmosphere (Table 1) , considered as national totals. Emissions were assumed to follow the same mode of application as the one followed in the POPCYCLING-Baltic model [41] , i.e., 17.5% of the total release of γ-HCH as applied to the atmosphere, 80% to soil and 2.5% to continental freshwater. In addition to atmospheric emissions, we used the MAPPE model in the setup described in Vizcaino and Pistocchi [42] to derive volatilization fluxes of lindane emitted to soil. The procedure to compute volatilization fluxes from emissions is presented in Pistocchi [43] . This calculation, however, showed that volatilization fluxes are two to three orders of magnitude lower than direct emissions to the atmosphere and can therefore be neglected for the present application.
Atmospheric emissions were distributed within agricultural areas proportionally to the intensity of agricultural usage of the area. The emission at a generic cell of a regular grid, E(x, y), was computed as the total emission E of the country (values from Table 1 ) to which the location belongs, E, multiplied by the fraction of total agricultural land of the country in that cell, i.e., (6) A(x, y) being the percentage of area of the cell that is agricultural land.
For the year 2005, when γ-HCH was already banned or restricted to mainly non-agricultural uses, we excluded applications directly to soil, and consequently, total emissions coincide with atmospheric ones with values corresponding to the ones presented in Table 1 . As the uses were mainly non-agricultural, we assumed them to follow population patterns, and in order to obtain a gridded estimate of emissions, we used Equation (6) , replacing agricultural area with total population per grid cell and per country. [44] and reflect model setups and assumptions also described in [45] . 
Results and Discussion
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It is worth stressing that the assumption of a certain emission pattern has effects on the frequency distribution of predicted concentrations, even when the national totals do not change. If we repeat the exercise, assuming, for instance, emissions in 1995 to follow population instead of agricultural intensity, the histogram of the map of predicted concentrations would change as shown in Figure 2 . When assuming emissions proportional to population density, more evident hotspots appear nearby the most densely populated areas, whereas in low-population areas, concentrations are lower. On the contrary, using agricultural area as an emission pattern, concentrations are more uniformly distributed in space with a higher frequency of middle-lower values and a lower frequency of middle-higher values. Lindane has been studied rather broadly, and a number of data can be retrieved from the literature. However, most of the available data refer to a limited number of monitoring stations, such as the ones participating in the EMEP program (www.emep.int) and providing data online; these enable a satisfactory evaluation of orders of magnitude and temporal trends of atmospheric concentrations, but not so much of spatial patterns. Some monitoring campaigns were developed with passive samplers [21, 29] . Other monitored atmospheric concentrations reported in the literature [22, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] are not sufficiently homogeneous and comparable to support any assessment of spatial distributions.
Therefore, as a surrogate for a monitored spatial distribution of lindane atmospheric concentration, the well-established MSCE-POP model [1] was used as a benchmark for the evaluation of our simple model, as is common practice in other similar circumstances (e.g., [5, 42] ). The MSCE-POP model provides the results of concentrations within a hemispheric grid of 2.5° × 2.5° spatial resolution (also shown in Figure 1 ) and describes gaseous exchange between the atmosphere and the underlying surface, including soil, seawater, vegetation, sea ice and snow, as well as the main processes in these media. As our model has a resolution of 1-km cell size, our results were averaged within the cells of the hemispheric MSCE-POP grid over Europe for comparison. Furthermore, standard deviations within each cell were extracted, which provided the range of variation of concentrations. [25] ) and EMEP stations (www.emep.int).
In Figure 3 , we compare predicted concentrations with monitored values for the years 1995 and 2005; although the upper extremes tend to be fairly similar, concentrations predicted with Equation (5) are apparently lower than observations in both years. The same figure shows also the range of concentrations predicted through the MSCE-POP model, chosen as a benchmark. In this case, concentrations are correctly predicted in the whole range, supporting the reliability of this model as a reference to evaluate spatial distributions obtained from Equation (5) . Figure 4 illustrates the spatial correspondence between the two models; the scatter diagram plots the value predicted by MSCE-POP versus the average of values predicted for the cells on which Equation (5) is computed around each MSCE-POP grid cell; error bars are given by the standard deviation of the predictions of Equation (5), within each MSCE-POP grid cell. It can be observed that Equation (5) is able to explain approximately 60% of the variance in 1995 and around 36% in 2005. The higher end of predicted concentrations is acceptably consistent between the two models. However, there is a clear trend to underestimate the lowest concentrations predicted with Equation (5) compared to those from the MSCE-POP model.
One possible reason for this discrepancy at lower concentrations might be the presence of background lindane advected from extra-European regions, which, on the contrary, is accounted for in the hemisphere MSCE-POP model.
Considering that the atmospheric residence time of γ-HCH ranges from five to 100 days (e.g., [30, 41] ) and using travel time as the ratio of the distance to a velocity of 3 m/s, as suggested by Pistocchi and Galmarini [9] , it can be clearly understood that chemical transport from regions as far as thousands of kilometers away may partly reach Europe. In North America, although legislation controlling lindane was introduced in the early 2000s, at the time of the more recent model simulations, it was still used as a canola seed treatment [15] . Monitoring campaigns in 2004 still detected γ-HCH in air across all of North America [15, 20, 46] . By 2007, India still permitted the use of lindane for pharmaceutical uses and specific crops, and China was still producing lindane, although the use was banned within the country [47] .
We may still use Equation (4) to compute background concentrations from extra-European sources. Let us denote with C bkg the concentration arising from an extra-continental emission of unknown intensity E* at distance X bkg from where we want to compute concentration. If we are interested in an average background concentration in Europe due to an extracontinental source, a representative distance X bkg may be the distance from the centroid of the emission region to the centroid of Europe. C bkg is then:
In the following Table 2 , we report emissions from different extra-European regions along with a representative distance X bkg from the centroid of each of them to the centroid of Europe and the correspondingly computed concentrations C bkg in 1995 and 2005. These concentrations are additive; therefore, their sum provides an estimate of the background in Europe. It should be noted that concentrations are estimated considering atmospheric transport as isotropic (distance X bkg is Euclidean and does not take into account dominant transport directions due to atmospheric circulation). The rational grounds for this assumption lie in the fact that we want to estimate merely a plausible order of magnitude of concentrations from emissions at a given source, as discussed in Pistocchi and Galmarini [9] . (5) allows bringing the predictions to the same range of observed concentrations, consistently with the MSCE-POP model. These background concentrations are about half an order of magnitude lower than those used by other authors [49] in the computation of lindane concentrations at the European scale.
Despite this better correspondence, the scatter diagrams of Figure 5 still highlight a discrepancy between the two models, which takes the form of a trend in underestimation at intermediate values and some discrepancies between the spatial locations of the highest concentrations. The former may depend on the different resolutions of the MSCE-POP model and the grid on which Equation (5) is solved. A coarser resolution implies higher numerical dispersion (see, e.g., [50] ), determining lower peaks and a higher spread of intermediate concentrations.
The averaging of a model at a finer resolution within a coarser resolution, as done for the results of Equation (5) within cells of the MSCE-POP model, also implies that intermediate concentrations are spread wider. For the case of the discrepancies observed in the spatial distribution of the highest concentrations, the differences between the two models are more evident for the year 2005. In this case, the reason might be the difference of the spatial distribution of emissions in both models, as can be detected from maps of emissions reported from the MSCE-POP model [41] when compared to those resulting from the proportional distribution of emissions according to population density used for the computation of concentrations by using Equation (5).
Conclusions
The proposed Equation (5) allows reproducing the spatial distribution of γ-HCH concentrations estimated through the MSCE-POP model with reasonable accuracy. Discrepancies between the two models can be explained through the effects of concentrations from remote sources, which, in turn, may be accounted for using Equation (7) and through the different spatial resolutions adopted. Therefore, within the limits of accuracy highlighted in the present research, PECs of contaminants in the atmosphere can be estimated for Europe using such a simple and fast model, leading to results similar to the ones of a much more complex model, such as MSCE-POP. Although simple models are often selected in order to limit data gathering and computational burdens, their advantage is not just in computational costs: the use of a simple equation to test different assumptions on emission intensity and spatial patterns favors the transparency of assessments at the screening level. The practical application of as simple a model as Equation (4) or Equation (5) is in checking the compatibility between observed concentrations at different locations over a region, and estimated emissions. We have shown, for instance, that general trends of γ-HCH in the European atmosphere can be explained from reported emissions both from Europe and from remote sources and that the latter cannot be ignored when estimating concentrations near background values. The use of simple models does not substitute the use of more sophisticated ones, which remain necessary tools for more detailed predictions, e.g., situations where a specific physico-chemical process or a single contamination episode are of interest. On the other hand, developing simple GIS-based models continues to appear as a very practical alternative for the spatial characterization of pollutants whose scientific understanding is affected by large uncertainties, when a few fundamental parameters (essentially, the spatial distribution and intensity of emissions) drive, in the first instance, the spatial distribution of concentrations.
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